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What’s Going on in the Divisions
All Members are welcome to attend any Divisional meeting, but please advise the organiser if you plan to attend. All planned meetings are subject to any new Covid restrictions.
Please check with the organisers nearer the time.

March 2022
25th Braintree: Honey Production: From Extractor to Jar
7:30pm at White Notley Village Hall

15th Chelmsford: Bee Farming

7:30pm at Margaretting Village Hall, Wantz Rd, Margaretting, CM4 0EP

23th Colchester

19:30 at Langham Community Centre, School Rd, Langham, Colchester CO4 5PA

18th Epping Forest Chronic Bee Paralysis Virus hosted by Buckfast Abbey
Online only at 8pm.

3rd Harlow A ‘catch up’ for members - a cuppa and a chat.

8 - 10pm at The King’s Church, Red Willow, Harlow CM19 5NU.

21st Maldon & Dengie Eric Beaumont: The Forthcoming Beekeeping Season
7.30 for 8.00pm at The OAKhouse, High Street, Maldon CM9 5PR

3rd Romford: Really getting to grips with swarm control Robert Smith
8:00 zoom meeting

21st Saffron Walden: AGM followed by a speaker, Pauline Hurd from QMC, London:

Honeybees Are What They Eat; how do different diets result in queens or workers?
2:00pm
16th Saffron Walden The use of Mini Nucs with Pat Allen
8:00 by Zoom

22nd Southend: ‘The Origins, History and Cultivation of Our Domestic Apples’
Ron Bates from South East Essex Organic Gardeners
7:30 at Nash Hall, Rayleigh Methodist Church, 78 Eastwood Road,
Rayleigh, Essex SS6 7JP

Saturday 12th: Essex Beekeepers’ Association AGM

2pm at Jubilee Hall, New Hall School, The Avenue, Boreham, Chelmsford, CM3 3HS

April 2022
24th Braintree: Apiary meeting at the Divisional Apiary,

3:00pm at Coney Green, Great Bardfield, CM7 4PV
(Telephone Jan French 07725166609)

19th Chelmsford: Honey

7:30pm at Margaretting Village Hall, Wantz Rd, Margaretting, CM4 0EP

28th Colchester

19:30 at Langham Community Centre, School Rd, Langham, Colchester CO4 5PA

15th Epping Forest: Following the rules: making cosmetics using honey or wax, hosted
by Barbara Dalby
Online only at 8pm

7th Harlow

8 - 10pm at The King’s Church, Red Willow, Harlow CM19 5NU.

18th Maldon & Dengie Q&A session along with a guest speaker

7.30 for 8.00pm at The OAKhouse, High Street, Maldon CM9 5PR

7th Romford:
6th Saffron Walden: Making soft-set honey. Richard Ridler will give a practical 		
demostration to members on how to make successful soft set honey.
2:00pm

26th Southend: Clive de Bruyn: ‘Starting the year with bees’

7:30 at Nash Hall, Rayleigh Methodist Church, 78 Eastwood Road,
Rayleigh, Essex SS6 7JP

8th - 10th BBKA Spring Convention
To book, click here.

June 2022

2nd Harlow: Boot/Table Top Sale of unwanted/unused beekeeping goods for any Essex
members.
8 - 10pm at Kings church, Katherines, Harlow CM19 5NU
Cost £5.98 per pitch. To book, click here
For any further enquiries, Email Louise on Harlowbeekeeping@gmail.com

Saturday 18th June 1.30 – 4.15pm Ted Hooper Memorial Lecture

Save this date in your diaries. More information and details of how to book etc. will
be in next month’s magazine.

Chair’s Annual Report of 2021 for the 2022 AGM

We’re two years on from the start of the first Covid 19 lockdown in March 2020, and
EBKA, as a social and support organisation, cannot but have suffered. In fact, the
Divisions have shown a remarkable resilience, although we sadly have lost a few
beekeepers on the way through, from both Covid and not continuing beekeeping.
Anecdotal reports from other hobbyist charities show us to be doing pretty well, so this
report is certainly optimistic in the main.
The CEC welcomed new members in 2021. Four trustees included one new Officer,
Vanessa Wilkinson (Saffron Walden), appointed as General Secretary, and three
Divisional Trustees, Andrew Linley (Colchester), Simon Nicholson (Epping Forest)
and Linda Yeats (Saffron Walden). Also joining as non-voting members were Dave
Garratt, (Chelmsford), County Bee Health Officer and Dee Inkersole (Chelmsford)
Editor of the Essex Beekeeper. Simon and Linda agreed to job-share the role of
Minutes Secretary thus halving the load but maintaining consistency.
Zooming has been the nature of many meetings during 2021/22, as in the previous
year, and we have become more adept in its use. Whilst it by no means replaces
the benefits of in-person meetings, Zoom does offer a very convenient and efficient
format for more formal meetings like Divisional Committee and CEC meetings - and
from the comfort of your own home. It has certainly meant excellent attendance at
CEC meetings and a consequent easy flow of discussion points. Another plus is that
we can access more experts from many miles away for our divisional meetings, which
also allows for more inter-divisional mixing.
The first meeting of the 2021/22 year was the AGM on 20th March, and was on
Zoom, which proved unfortunately to set the trend for the 2021 season. There was
a Zoom Workshop morning in April, mainly for the Divisional Health & Safety Officers
but actually more widely attended. The Health and Safety Workshop reassured
many officers of their role and ways of maintaining and developing strategies at our
apiary meetings were discussed; this being now a vital requirement particularly in

our ‘extreme sport’! Many thanks to Colin Rumble and Ollie Sackett from Southend
Division for their assistance.
There were a reasonable number of outside apiary meeting held in the divisions
over the summer and the EBKA General Husbandry course was completed with the
necessary apiary practice of the manipulations required for the exam. One Essex
beekeeper successfully passed the qualification – well done to Peter Aldridge from
Chelmsford. Hopefully more of the group will apply in 2022. But despite some
optimism at the 2021 AGM, the big events of the Essex year fell to Covid again. The
Honey Show and Annual Conference were cancelled, and the Ted Hooper Lecture
was held in November on Zoom - with an excellent presentation from Professor Giles
Budge on ‘CBPV, An emerging disease of honeybees’. It was agreed as the year
unfolded that after three years in limbo, Chelmsford, whilst taking on another year as
Host Division with Jan Tutton as Presiding Officer, would not be asked to continue
with the Annual Conference into 2022. Harlow, Division was to take the role, but
had to pass on the responsibility in September, setting a precedent. The next in line,
Epping Forest agreed to take the role for November 2022.
Harlow Division, in anticipation of losing their Secretary, Treasurer and Trustee in
December 2021, and in addition to being already without a Chair, called a meeting
for all their members in September, and voted in favour of a motion that they were
unable to raise a committee for next year and so passed the responsibility for
possibly dissolving the division, to the CEC to decide how to proceed. The CEC
appointed a sub-committee of five members, who alongside the remaining Harlow
committee members set about a programme to support and rejuvenate the Division.
The current state of affairs is very encouraging, with a new Chair and Secretary
and lots of proposals for events in 2022. There are also a dozen new beekeepers
attending the Beginners’ Course, started in Feb 2022.
Two trustees have now completed their allotted time on the CEC. They are Jan
Tutton and Nick Holmes. These two have been really first-class trustees for
Chelmsford and Harlow respectively, fully taking on the legal and governance
responsibilities of the role as well as bringing the points of view of their divisional
committees and members to CEC meetings. In addition, Nick has been the
County Webmaster for longer than I am able to research, bringing valuable
internet communication between us and with the general public. This latter role
is of particular significance remembering our mission statement to the Charity
Commission. Jan has steered the CEC and all the EBKA through the transition to
using eR2 for membership, imposed on us by the BBKA. It is quite a basic system
and has caused many headaches, but there are advantages too and we can develop
these more in the future. Jan has also managed the membership in the absence
of an official County Membership Secretary and now holds the record for number
of times in a row as Presiding Officer. Mike Abel is replacing Jan as Chelmsford
Trustee for 2022. Hopefully Harlow will also be finding a replacement for Nick soon.
Graeme Crook (Chelmsford) is taking on County Webmaster role. Last, but not least,
Paul Wiltshire retired from the Governance Sub-committee during the year, after
years of hard work and dedication. Keith Lomax (Southend) agreed to take over from
Paul over the summer and the committee continues to oversee and revue diligently
the EBKA Policies.

I’d particularly like to thank everybody on the CEC this year – the committee has
really pulled together in these difficult times, as have the Chairs and Secretaries of the
Divisions - supporting the County as a whole. I hope that the decision to absorb the
BBKA £2 capitation increase using CEC funds is appreciated by all members!
So, we are all set for 2022/23 to be one of proper meetings, both in and out of the
apiary. The Ted Hooper Memorial Lecture, at the Hall of the Worshipful Company of
Wax Chandlers in London, The Honey Show, at the reopening Orsett Show and the
Annual Conference, by Epping Forest Division, are all in positive preparation.
This Annual report is for our EBKA members. A relevant and compliant report for the
Charity Commission will be made after the AGM.
We look forward to real meetings with real people and real bees in 2022!
Jane Ridler
CEC Chair, February 2022

Approved National Bee Supplies
stockist and distributor.
Local beekeeping supplies with
everything you need for your
honeybees.
Open by appointment.
Please contact Wendy to arrange a time on
the following
days:
Approved
National
Bee Supplies
stockist and distributor.
Mon & Thurs: 1:30 – 5:30pm.
Wed &Local
Sat:beekeeping
8:30 – 12:30.
supplies Closed
with
Bank Holidays
everything you need for your
honeybees.
Contact by phone on 07764 609 803 or via website: click here
beeshedstock.co.uk:
Open by appointment.
Address: Meepshole, Great Prestons Lane, STOCK, Essex, CM4 9RL

Please contact Wendy to arrange a time on the following days:
Mon & Thurs: 1:30 – 5:30pm.
Bank Holidays

Wed & Sat:

8:30 – 12:30.

Closed

– 803
Food
Grade
Quality
Contact by Honey
phone onBuckets
07764 609
or via
website:
click here
beeshedstock.co.uk:
Capacity:
11.3Prestons
litres / Lane,
32 pounds
Address: Meepshole,
Great
STOCK, Essex, CM4 9RL
With lid and reinforced handle
Price: £2 each
Telephone: David Tyler
01279 730 228 or mobile: 07955 768 124

THE 2022 TED HOOPER MEMORIAL LECTURE
Saturday 18th June 1.30 – 4.15pm
At
Wax Chandlers’ Hall, 6, Gresham Street, London, EC2 7 AD

Main Speaker: Vince Gallo,
“How to build honeycomb - a Bricklayer’s perspective”
Also includes
tea/coffee/soft drink, biscuits/cake

Presentation by the Beadle of the Wax Chandlers’ Company and tour of the
Hall

Please see in the April Edition of The Essex Beekeeper
for ticket price and how to apply

Essex Beekeepers’ Association AGM
Date: Saturday 12 March 2022, at 2pm
Venue: Jubilee Hall, New Hall School, The Avenue, Boreham,
Chelmsford, CM3 3HS (see map)
Speaker: Dr Paul Hurd, Queen Mary College, London: Honey

bees are what they eat: how do differing diets result in
queens or workers?

The meeting includes EBKA business, followed by refreshments (tea/
coffee, cream tea, cake), and a lecture from the guest speaker, Dr Paul
Hurd.
The AGM is a key opportunity for members to socialise with other
divisional members in person. As well as scenic grounds and
interesting historical connections, the School has the spacious
Jubilee Hall providing social distancing.
Covid precautions will be taken as follows:
• There will be hand sanitiser and face masks available.
• The meeting/refreshment room areas are isolated from children at the
School. Members may bring their own refreshments if they wish.
• In order to provide an environment in which everyone feels comfortable,
we ask members to wear a mask as a precautionary measure and to
take a lateral flow test before attending the meeting.
• Please do not attend the event if you feel unwell (cold/flu like
symptoms).
The Agenda for the meeting, as well as the Minutes of last year’s AGM
were published in the February issue of the Essex Beekeeper. These and
other papers for the AGM will be available on the EBKA website at the
beginning of March.
We look forward to seeing you there!
Vanessa Wilkinson
secretary@ebka.org

Essex Beekeepers’ Association AGM
Date: Saturday 12 March 2022, at 2pm
Venue: Jubilee Hall, New Hall School, The Avenue, Boreham, Chelmsford, CM3 3HS

3
2
1

1. Main Reception
2. Jubilee Hall
3. St Francis Hall
4. Main Car Park

Avenue Gate
(entrance from
White Hart Lane)

4

North Gate
(entrance from/exit to
Beaulieu via Remembrance
Avenue)

The map shows the two entrances to the School, the main car park, Main Reception and the
Jubilee Hall. Please park in the main car park and head towards the Main (Visitors) Reception, where you will find signs to the Jubilee Hall. There will be a registration desk on arrival
in the Hall.

Report of BBKA Annual Delegates Meeting 2022
The BBKA ADM is equivalent to the AGM. It’s when reports are presented, accounts
are approved, new trustees and exam board members are elected and motions
from member associations are debated. Each BBKA Association sends one voting
delegate. There was an option either to join by zoom or to attend physically at the
BBKA HQ on January 16th. Most delegates chose zoom which worked well, saved
travelling expenses and was better for the environment.
Essex didn’t put any motions to the meeting this year but here is a brief summary of
the ones considered:
• Adulterated Honey – motions were passed encouraging the BBKA to lobby
the Government and Trading Standards over the high incidence of imported
adulterated honey.
• Importation of Queens – this motion requires BBKA to lobby Government to ban
importation of queens.
• Asian Hornet – a motion to ask BBKA to lobby for greater monitoring and
eradication resources.
There were a couple of motions put forward by the BBKA executive about minor
changes to the BBKA constitution.
If you want to know more don’t hesitate to email me at Richard.ridler@uwclub.net or
visit the BBKA website.
Richard Ridler
EBKA Delegate to BBKA ADM

Articles appearing in The Essex Beekeeper are not necessarily the
views of either Essex Beekeepers’ Association or its Editor.
To ensure inclusion within the diary of county-wide events would
divisions provide the editor with details of local meetings by the
4th of the previous month.
Many thanks, Dee Inkersole: editor@ebka.org

EBKA President’s Report for AGM 2022

From my observations we are going into 2022 with optimism. Our Divisions are
making preparations for their own live events (not zoom) and getting ready to
participate in County events.
This year, we will, for the first time since 2019 be having a County Conference –
always a not to be missed event. Epping Forest Division have agreed to host the
conference and the membership are extremely grateful for this – thank you Epping
Forest.
We can also look forward to the County Honey Show in September. To whet your
appetite, a couple of photographs from previous shows – a great social occasion as
well as the opportunity to show your hive products.
Thank you to all for the support that you give to keep EBKA the vibrant organisation
that we all enjoy.
Thank you from Jean Smye HCLM EBKA President

Let there be bread (Fiat Panis)

The Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations has
just published the latest version of its Good beekeeping practices
for sustainable apiculture. The abstract says:
Bees provide a critical link in the maintenance of ecosystems,
pollination.
They play a major role in maintaining biodiversity, ensuring the
survival of many plants, enhancing forest regeneration,
providing sustainability and adaptation to climate change
and improving the quality and quantity of agricultural
production systems. In fact, close to 75 percent of the
world’s
crops that produce fruits and seeds for human
consumption depend, at least in part, on pollinators for
sustained production, yield and quality. Beekeeping, also
called apiculture, refers to all activities concerned with the
practical management of social bee species.
These guidelines aim to provide useful information and
suggestions for a sustainable management of bees
around the world, which can then be applied to project
development and implementation.
At 246 pages it is quite a read but it does provide an interesting insight into
beekeeping around the world from a bee farming perspective. It can be downloaded
here.
With thanks to Lune Valley Community Beekeepers via eBees.

The wild bees of Blenheim
The Blenheim Estate, which includes Blenheim Palace, occupies around 2,100 acres
of land in Oxfordshire. it contains Europe’s largest ancient oak forest and many other
huge old trees, exactly what bees evolved to live in. For about the last 300 years
the layout of the estate has remained largely unchanged and the sheer size of the
grounds and this consistency in
forage patterns has meant that
the wild bee population there has
managed to remain pretty much
isolated and exceptionally adapted
to the local environment.
Filipe Salbany, an internationally
experienced bee expert, who
started beekeeping at the age of
6 in his grandfather’s apiary in the
cork forests of Portugal, is currently
studying the bees at Blenheim.
After being told that there was only
one wild bees’ nest at Blenheim,
he was given access to the estate
and support from the Forestry
Commission and quickly found a
further 35 nests. Most of these are
quite high up, some even as high
as 20 metres meaning that tree
climbing is one of his beekeeping skills!
Charles James Spencer-Churchill, the 12th Duke of Marlborough, who owns the
Estate, has recognised that it has a possibly unique resource and is taking a range of
steps to protect, promote and research what exists.
Whilst it is still early days, some of the information collected includes:
• initial DNA testing indicates a high percentage of Amm
• the deeper into the estate you go, the darker the bees get
• there is a high level of adaptation to the environment such as frequently producing
small swarms of about 5,000 bees
• swarms often had multiple queens with one swarm having 9 queens
• colonies store very little honey over winter, but this does not seem to impact their
survival rate
• it is noticeable how quickly escaped managed bees regress to the local wild bee
state. 2-3 years of natural selection seems to weed out the foreign genes
• in tree cavities colonised by swarms from conventional hives (yellower bees), the
bees build comb differently to the real wild bees. The previously managed bees
tend to build flat comb, which is not optimal for defence or climate control, and they

•
•
•
•
•
•

die off quickly in tree cavities
wild bees from trees look for cavities in trees whereas managed bees tend to
recognise hives as homes
the most popular tree type for nests is oak and in one place there are 5 nests within
70m
one colony survived a lightning strike on the tree, possibly due to its propolis
envelope acting as a Faraday Cage
one big commercial hive can suck up 40 – 75kg of pollen a year. That’s a huge
impact on other species.
nests are not usually in rotten wood
you can gauge how pure an Amm drone is by looking at its underside. The top is
usually black, but hybridisation will show up as stripes underneath.

The project first hit the headlines in July 2021 when members of the Oxfordshire
Natural Beekeeping Group were invited to the Blenheim Estate and given a guided
tour by Filipe
Salbany and
subsequently
wrote an
excellent and

comprehensive article for their newsletter.
This sparked controversy with some local beekeepers who claimed that “wild bees
don’t exist” and set about trying to set up Buckfast hives around the periphery of the
estate. Filipe responded by installing barrier hives (swarm boxes) around the Estate
in an attempt to intercept swarms from these interlopers before they contaminated the
gene line.
In November 2021 the Guardian published a story on the Blenheim Bees as they
are becoming widely known. Although clearly aimed at engaging the general public,
this created more controversy as the existence of isolated wild bee populations is an
emotive subject. Dr Rob Stoneman, a director at the Wildlife Trust, said the discovery

of the wild bees was “extraordinary.” Professor Jeff Ollerton, one of the world’s
leading experts on pollinators and pollination commented “What is being seen at
Blenheim is not extraordinary. It is pretty much what you would expect to see given
the circumstances, the pristine nature and extent of the woodland and the absence of
modern bee management from the entire estate.”
Guy Thompson, an active member of the Oxfordshire Natural Beekeeping Group
which has been helping Filipe with his research tweeted:
1. Local ecotypes of honey bees were the norm in the UK until very recently.
Globalisation has made honey bee imports much easier and events such as
the Isle of Wight disease around 1902 gave impetus to the international trade in
bees (and their genes). The current genetic uniformity of honey bees in Britain is
driven by constant high volumes of imports of queen bees that dilute the native
genes, and also by unrestricted movement of stocks within the UK. Most British
honey bees are now, for better or worse, cross breeds. Whether any examples of
“native” honey bees can be found in mainland Britain is hotly debated but there
is acceptance that elements of the “native” genetics are still to be found. (I put
“native” in italics only because I don’t want to cloud this with arguments about
whether honey bees are or are not actually native to the UK).
2. However, it has been shown that, by various mechanisms, if dilution is halted,
these cross-breeds revert, over time, to the native genotype. How? Well various
mechanisms are possible, partial reproductive isolation or cryptic patrilines for
example, but even a simple fitness model with just a few percentage points
difference in survival rates will show measurable population differences in just
a few generations. Survival of the fittest. The fact is that honey bees can revert
towards “native” quite quickly and many examples of this have been documented,
even in situations where non-local genes are to be found quite close by.
3. Many things can drive the speed of this reversion, in particular the ability to
naturally swarm (reproduce by fission), size constraints on the nest cavity (which
also drives swarming) and a freedom from other stressors (poor forage, reduced
pesticide impacts, low inter-colony disease transfer). Therefore, in an environment
such as Blenheim, one would expect the speed of any reversion to be at the top
end of the range. Interestingly, all those same factors – swarming, nest size,
healthier conditions – also permit the bees to deal more effectively with one of their
main problems, the varroa mite and its associated diseases. Whether this amounts
to resistance – as indicated by the Observer article – or is simply an increased
resilience in those populations needs investigating but, regardless, what effectively
is in place at Blenheim is a rapid breeding programme with “survival” as the only
selection factor.
4. The small nest cavity point is very interesting and, again, worthy of further
investigation. At Blenheim, any potential cavity spotted by the forestry team has,
wherever accessible, been assessed and recorded. Accurately measuring the
cavity volume is very tricky several tens of metres up a tree with bees (or wasps or
hornets) often in attendance. However, a camera endoscope and a long arm can
often allow a good estimate of the cavity: if it is occupied an infrared image can
also reveal the nest extent at least so that it can be broadly categorised (sub 20
litres, 20-40 litres, etc).
5. Both at Blenheim and on the Boughton Estate, where a similar project is underway,
the occupied cavities appear to be often quite small – maybe half of the 40 litre

“ideal” defined by the work of Prof. Seeley in the USA). More work needed again,
but the same small cavities that drive swarming can also mean that the combs are
regularly honey bound, causing breaks in the brood cycle that are very much to
the detriment of the dreaded varroa mite. Furthermore, the generally high humidity
in natural cavities, especially when nectar is being evaporated into honey, is not
conducive to varroa reproduction. All in all, it would not be entirely surprising to find
that these free living colonies have sufficiently different host-parasite relationships
that keep the varroa mite at bay.
6. In terms of foraging pressure on the landscape, small colonies have very small
impacts compared to standard commercial hives. This is not just a question of
scale – more bees equals more pressure – but the increased wall thickness
reduces heat losses: less energy used means less need to collect nectar.
Furthermore, a generally smaller entrance size for natural sites (which the bees
can control themselves with propolis) reduce thermal losses even further. Finally,
and importantly, there is no beekeeper to remove the honey regularly – whatever
is taken for human consumption has to be recouped from the environment with
obvious implications for other foragers. All in all, the almost 50 colonies found at
Blenheim probably equate (in terms of landscape pressure) to no more than 5
commercial hives. Add into that the availability of the forage and propolis from the
extensive broadleaf tree cover on the estate – and remember honey bees are a
creature of the forest – and the relative impact of the honey bees (relative to other
pollinators) is further lessened. It is quite telling that 500 potential nest sites have
been found but only 50 occupied: not a picture of the all- devouring honey bee that
is sometimes painted.
7. Whilst I agree with some entomologists who have pointed out that proper DNA
analysis of the Blenheim bees is a necessary step in assessing whether the
“wild heirs of lost British honeybee” have been found, I also think this misses the
point. The arduous work Filipe Salbany has done in a single year on the estate
is a tiny opening of a window into a very special environment for study of not
just these small bee colonies, but their interactions with other pollinators and the
wider landscape. It is a tribute to the project that they have sought to prevent
managed beekeeping on and around the estate, and that there is therefore no
honey production. This results in all pollinator resources being solely for the use of
pollinators.
8. “This work has just begun” is the real message of Blenheim and I think
the Observer article is unfortunate only in the sense that it focuses on the
sensationalism (in order to sell papers?) rather than the reality, which is that
which is being seen at Blenheim can, if the landscape is sufficiently pristine, be
seen anywhere. Pesticides, managed beekeeping, etc, almost always cloud the
picture.... at Blenheim you can get a clear uninterrupted view and that is rare.
With thanks to Lune Valley Community Beekeepers via eBees

Government announces details of scheme to pay farmers
for managing land more sustainably
At the beginning of January, the Government published details of its eagerly awaited
scheme to pay farmers for managing land more sustainably, restoring nature and
tackling climate change. It came on the first anniversary of the Agriculture Act and was
a significant moment revealing the extent of the Government’s ambition to improve
the 70% of land that is farmed since Brexit and our departure from the EU’s Common
Agricultural Policy. However, the UK’s three largest nature charities claim that the
announcement is a huge disappointment and does not bode well for nature, climate, or
farming.

The Wildlife Trusts, National Trust and RSPB are deeply concerned that the Government
is failing to come up with an ambitious scheme, undermining their ability to boost
nature-friendly farming. They believe that promises made by Government in its 25 year
environment plan are now in jeopardy.
The Government has a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to transform farming from being
a leading cause of declines in UK wildlife to playing a central role in nature’s recovery.
Instead of causing air and river pollution, nature-friendly farming can help clean up
our countryside and reverse the UK’s label of being one of the most nature-depleted
countries in the world to a shining example where nature is in recovery. That vision is
now in peril. Farming accounts for more than 10% of the UK’s greenhouse gas emissions,
so transformation is also critical to help tackle the climate emergency.
Craig Bennett, Chief Executive of The Wildlife Trusts, said “After leaving the EU, we were
promised that the billions of pounds of taxpayer’s money given to farmers would be
used to improve our natural world. Yet the publication shows a shocking lack of ambition
which does very little to address the climate and nature crises. The Government seems
intent on perpetuating the iniquities of the EU’s much derided Common Agricultural
Policy. Worse still, nature-friendly farmers look set to lose out
too. There’s so much that farmers could be rewarded for doing, such as restoring
peatlands and employing ambitious measures to prevent soil and pollutants from
washing into rivers – to help wildlife and store carbon. It’s an absolute scandal that
the Government has failed to seize this unique and important opportunity to improve

farming so it can help restore nature and address the climate crisis.”
Beccy Speight, Chief Executive of RSPB, said “Leaving the EU and its divisive Common
Agricultural Policy gave us the perfect opportunity to reform the way we produce
and consume food whilst also tackling the nature and climate crises. However, this
Government is letting this opportunity slip through their fingers by not supporting
nature friendly farming and not delivering on previous promises. Not only does this go
against public wishes but it also undermines the Government’s ability to deliver their
own environmental targets as a result. Farmers want to be doing more but they need
incentives in place to help them.”
Hilary McGrady, Director-General of the National Trust, said “Nearly four years has
passed since the Government set out its vision for the future of food, farming and the
environment in a ‘Green Brexit’, centre-stage being the delivery of a better and richer
environment in England. But the future of wildlife and climate now looks uncertain as
today’s announcement falls short of the ambitious reforms promised. Farmers need
a clear path to a future where nature is at the heart of sustainable and secure food
production, not the short diversion this new scheme creates. We want farmers to be
justly rewarded for playing their part with a carefully-designed scheme, but Government
also needs to help farmers quickly embrace a new business model that delivers for
farming and the environment. With wildlife and climate ‘on hold’ until the New Year, we
hope our concerns will be met with a new resolution to turn things around and move at
the speed that farmers, people and nature needs.”
The UK has stated its ambition to be a “world leader” on climate and nature, but
it cannot tackle these twin crises without wholesale reform of farming policy. The
Government’s announcement falls far short of the Secretary of State’s statement at
COP26 that the Government is “leading the way through our new agricultural system
in England, which will incentivise farmers to farm more sustainably, create space for
nature on their land and reduce carbon emissions.” Instead, the new scheme is at risk
of recreating the status quo by funding basic good practice, and in some cases will not
require any extra benefits for nature at all.
George Eustice was clear at COP26 that “there is an urgent need to reform the way
we grow and consume food in order to tackle climate change.” But worryingly, naturefriendly farmers are at risk of being left behind by today’s announcement. All farmers
are anxious about reforms and need clear messages from Government. Additionally, the
Government needs to outline objectives and a pathway for an ambitious scheme that will
rise to the challenges of the 2030 biodiversity and 2050 climate goals.
Wildlife losses over recent
decades have
been largely caused by modern
agricultural policy and
farming methods which
have contributed to: the
disappearance of 97% of
lowland meadows that
support wildflowers, insects,
mammals, and birds – and 80%
of purple heathlands which are
home to bilberries, sand lizards
and curlew. Rivers are in
deep trouble too: in England,
only 14% of rivers meet standards for good ecological status, much of this is due to
agricultural pollution, causing 13% of freshwater and wetland species to
be threatened with extinction. Butterflies and moths have been particularly hard hit with
numbers down by 17% and 25% respectively. Mammals

Honey Labelling Petition - From the BBKA
We need the government to overhaul and update the labelling of the honey sold
in the UK. This is the first step in reducing the amount of ‘so-called’ honey sold in
our supermarkets that contain very little honey produced by bees.
Please consider signing this petition and ask your friends to sign it. This
effects anyone who buys, sells or eats honey.
Review honey authenticity and current regulation of the honey market
Fully review the honey market and Honey Regulations, to review evidence of honey fraud within the honey market, and reform regulations and arrangements for
enforcement, to prevent future fraud.
More details:

Sign this petition

Thank you for your support
Anne Rowberry, BBKA President

Tickets are still available for Spring Convention.
For more details and to buy tickets, go to the
BBKA website

Winter Talk Report: “The Truth About Honey”
Is all the honey for sale in our supermarkets really real honey?

On the 13th Jan we had a fantastic talk on zoom by Lynne Ingram, who
some will know from Asian Hornet Team dealings. Lynne is one of the
newest NDB holders and is a leading light in the newly formed Honey
Authenticity Network. Her interest in honey fraud came from a visit to
the 2019 Apimondia conference, where they hold a “World Honey Show”.
47% of entries were excluded due to the use of Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) and other tests used to detect levels of pesticides,
antibiotics and the presence of substances that suggest fraud it taking
place, such as sugar syrup being put in.
Honey is considered to be the third most fraudulently traded commodity
world wide - behind Milk and Olive Oil! One third of honey in international trade is
considered to be fraud- ulent! China is seen as the biggest, but by no means the
only guilty country. What is the evidence:
• Chinese honey exports grow by 86%, hive numbers only grow by 21% in the
same period.
• Ukraine exports more honey than it produces.
• Current standard testing regimes are not up to the detection of honey fraud.
• The price of Chinese honey is half of what a reasonable cost might be.
There is an established and advertised industry in China of factory
manufacturing honey, to any colour, taste and country of origin, and the
sophisticated technology is developed to do this and evade virtually any
detection method! The origin is usually from Rice or Beet sugar.
• A test performed in India, using “All Pass” syrup, where genuine honey
was spiked with 25%, 50% and 75% syrup, found that the fraud was only
detectable when 75% syrup was used.
The USA in 2004 imposed severe tariffs of Chinese honey, considered to be
“Dumping” and unbalancing the US market. As a consequence, imports from
Vietnam, Cyprus and a variety of other countries such as Tanzania increased very
significantly to make up the deficit. Similarly in 2002, exports of Chinese honey
were banned due to contamination with Chlorampheni- col (used to treat AFB).
As a result, imports from Vietnam and Singapore increased significantly, and
guess what – were full of Chloramphenicol!
So what’s wrong with the honey testing regime? The current regime used in
the west, looks at the Carbon Isotope ratio. Most honey from genuine flowers
have a C3 ratio, whilst Cane sugar has a C4 ratio. The test detects sugars from

cane syrup, but not beet or rice or potatoes. NMR has been developed to do the
job well, but one German company alone has developed a limited database of
genuine honeys and it is not widely available. No government has invested in this
facility. One other big problem, the honey labelling regime in the EU (and the UK)
does not attempt to differenti- ate anything beyond EU or Non EU honey.
So what do you get if you go to a supermarket and buy honey? Especially if you
buy own brand label at prices around £1.50 a lb. These are virtually all labelled
as “A blend of non EU honey”. The Honey Authenticity Network took a set of
supermarket honeys and tested them against a full range of tests, including NMR,
pollen analysis, and the basic honey regulations thresholds of Dia- stase and HMF.
Not a single sample passed the analysis, they all failed on multiple
criteria!
Only one met the Diastase minimum limit. All however passed the Carbon
isotope ratio test – one of the current key international tests for honey fraud to
detect cane sugar! So the answer to the question – if you buy cheap supermarket
honey, it will have a high content of sugar syrup, carefully tailored to pass the
key international honey fraud tests, but have relatively little content that has
actually seen a bee!
Lynne Ingram will be giving the same talk at the BBKA Spring Convention so, if
you missed it here, you can catch it there!
With thanks to Bristol BKA via eBees
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